This paper whose core thought is fuzzy comprehensive evaluation mainly studies the camouflage effects of different camouflage patterns, establishes a camouflage effect evaluation system by analyzing the sample data and explores the relationship between the effect of camouflage and some indexes. We introduce fuzzy comprehensive evaluation method to establish a model to evaluate the camouflage effects of various camouflage patterns after considering that the problem is fuzzy and difficult to quantify. In order to make the evaluation system more objective, this paper uses the entropy method, and then quantifies the index according to the sample data and determines the corresponding weights.
Introduction
This section mostly analyzes the low-visibility effect of various patterns and develops a quantitative camouflage effect evaluation method. There are many factors affecting the accuracy and objectivity of the low-visibility effect of camouflage, Therefore, to objectively assess the effectiveness of camouflage pattern ,we have adopted fuzzy Comprehensive Evaluation repeatedly to evaluate the effectiveness of a camouflage pattern of random to some special kinds of terrain, then get a final result by average weighting method. In this paper, a fuzzy comprehensive evaluation method which can greatly reduce enough human and material resources and improve work efficiency is used to assess a pattern camouflage pattern.
The factor set of brightness contrast:U 1
Brightness is the most direct stimulation of the eye contact. If the Brightness camouflage pattern is similar to the original background, we can prove it has a low-visibility and a good camouflage effect .On the contrary, if the brightness contrast is high, it would be easy to cause the attention of the enemy with a poor camouflage effect. 2.2.1. The factor set of texture : U 2 Texture is an important feature and can clearly reflect the homogeneity Phenomenon. [1] This paper introduces Gray Level Co-occurrence Matrix, GLCM, for short, to do the texture analysis. This paper selects four kinds of typical secondary statistics to characterize the texture, they are moment of the inertia E, contrast ratio I, entropy H, and Relevance C.by calculating the eigenvalues,we obtain the texture feature vector T =(E, I, H, C).Next, we introduce Gaussian normalization to Solve the problem of the big difference between some eigenvalue. Four mean eigenvalues m and standard deviation σ are calculated. And then reuse Eq. 1 where in the charac [2] teristic value normalized to [0, 1]. 
Establishing the Weight Set
Many factors make a different to the effect of camouflage, and the importance of each factor is basically not the same, so it is necessary to attach a weight to each factor. According to the importance of each level of each index. We assign every factor with corresponding weighting factor. We adopt entropy method to calculate the weights. If the information entropy index is smaller, the greater the amount of information provided by this indicator, in the comprehensive evaluation of the role they should be bigger, the weight should be higher.
 Data Standardization If the number of index is k,
X stands for each index, and ij Y refers to the value after data standardization.


Finding the Entropy of Each Index
According to the definition of entropy in information theory, a set of information entropy data is
 Determining the weight of each index According to the equation of entropy formula, work out the results of information entropy of each index (E 1 , E 2 …, E k ), then get the weight of each index through the next equation [3] 1 (i=1, 2,..., )
Establishing the Grade Evaluation Set
Grade evaluation set for this model are = {Disappointing， Poor ，General Good ，Outstanding}
We apply triangular fuzzy number to process the scores to get their respective grade and get the result as follow: Taking woodland show in Fig 2) for example. Firstly, we selected eight different camouflage pattern (show in Fig 1) and respectively calculate their camouflage effect in this terrain with brightness contrast, texture, color characteristics, and reflection characteristics as the indicator. Secondly we apply the same method again to calculate the effect which eight camouflage patterns generate to other terrains such as snow and desert. In this way, we finally analyze the low-visibility effect of various patterns, and develop a quantitative camouflage effect evaluation method. Extract the GLCM of the background and camouflage 1~8 image respectively and the Statistics its four eigenvalues E, I, H and C, and normalized. The results are shown in Table. 2. Utilize MATLAB to get the result of HSV, shown in Fig. 3 . 1.4309, 1.4154, 1.4118, 1.4140, 1.4401, 1.4216, 1.4112 , and 1.4120.
The original dates for the entropy method are shown in Table. 3 Utilize the Eq. 6 we can get the weight set, shown in Table. 4 
Considering the data of samples is simple, we introduce the method of Means the camouflage effect of camouflage 6 belongs to the third grade, that is to say the camouflage effect of it is general. We can get the camouflage effect of other patterns. Here are the best four patterns in three different terrains(in descending order of priority),shown in Table 6 . 
